AMEND House Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 738, Page 7, Section 115.107, Lines 17 and 18, by deleting the word "poll" on said lines; and

Further amend said bill, Page 16, Section 115.275, Line 15, by inserting immediately after the phrase "Armed Forces" on said line the phrase "including Space Force;" and

Further amend said bill, Page 19, Section 115.279, Line 41, by inserting immediately after the phrase "Armed Forces of the United States" on said line the phrase "including Space Force;" and

Further amend said bill, Page 32, Section 115.427, Line 2, by deleting the reference number "115.257" on said line and inserting in lieu thereof the reference number "115.277;" and

Further amend said bill, Page 32, Section 115.427, Line 19, by inserting immediately after the phrase "Armed Forces," on said line the phrase "including Space Force;" and

Further amend said bill, Page 33, Section 115.427, Line 21, by inserting immediately after the phrase "Armed Forces" on said line the phrase "including Space Force;" and

Further amend said bill, Page 35, Section 115.427, Line 102, by inserting immediately after the phrase "Armed Forces," on said line the phrase "including Space Force;" and

Further amend said bill, Page 35, Section 115.427, Line 104, by inserting immediately after the phrase "Armed Forces" on said line the phrase "including Space Force;" and

Further amend said bill, Page 42, Section 2, Line 3, by deleting the phrase "data sticks" and inserting in lieu thereof the phrase "removable media devices"

Further amend said bill by amending the title, enacting clause, and intersectional references accordingly.
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